
Permanent visas for ALL refugees 
Refugees off PNG 

End Offshore Processing 

Join the action to let the Albanese Government know 
It’s Time to End the Suffering

Ten years too long
It’s time 
to end  

the trauma
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Ten years in limbo
July 2023 marks ten years since Kevin Rudd’s government 

ruled that those arriving by boat to seek asylum 
would never settle in Australia.  

This policy was zealously enforced over nine years 
of Coalition governments and continues to be enforced  

under the Albanese government.

Prepared by Australian Refugee Action Network   

As a result, since 2013,  
thousands of people seek-
ing asylum have been 
brutally detained under 
Australia’s offshore pro-
cessing regime in Nauru 
and PNG.  

There is overwhelming  
evidence of serious abuse, 
medical negligence, and 
high levels of self-harm 
under the offshore deten-
tion system. There have 
been fourteen deaths in 
this terrible situation. 

Every person sent off-
shore is still prevented 
from settling perma-
nently in Australia,  
including: 

>> over 1000 people  
medically evacuated from 
Nauru and PNG since 2013, 
including the young people 
and families evacuated from 
Nauru (in response to the  
Kids Off Nauru campaign)  

>> the 80 people still held  
in PNG under the offshore  
processing system.  

Many of these people 
have no pathways to  
permanent resettlement 
anywhere.  

They live in limbo. 

And, despite the transfer 
of the remaining refugees 
from Nauru in June 2023, 
the Albanese Labor gov-
ernment will continue to 
spend up to $350 million 
per year to keep the 
Nauru detention facility 
open.

The Albanese government must grant permanent visas  
to all refugees, remove the ban on resettlement and  

end off-shore detention once and for all!  
It is time to give those who have been stuck in limbo for  

up to a decade, a permanent home right now!

After ten years of trauma, it is time 
to end this cruelty. 
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